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Elior Group acquires a stake in La Belle Assiette, enabling the startup            
to accelerate growth in Corporate Catering 
 
La Belle Assiette announces today that Elior Group has acquired a minority stake in the startup. This deal                  
enables La Belle Assiette to accelerate its entry into Corporate Catering, through a fast adoption of its “ La                  
Belle Assiette for Business ” product. This agreement marks a new step in Europe’s largest online               
marketplace for catering services.  
 
Technology has seen most traditional markets disrupted through the creation of online platforms.             
The catering industry is currently experiencing this shift. Estimated at €18bn in Europe alone, the               
industry has historically relied heavily on word of mouth and involves laborious booking processes. Through               
a network of 700+ carefully selected independent caterers, La Belle Assiette now offers online booking of                
catering services. La Belle Assiette initially enabled individuals to book their catering needs online. Since the                
launch of its “La Belle Assiette for Business” product, it has rapidly entered the Corporate Catering market.                 
It offers companies a tool to shift their entire catering purchasing online, with a centralised access to all the                   
best local caterers.  
 
In this disruption context, Elior Group has acquired a minority stake in the startup, validating its                
potential in the Corporate segment. The valuation and amount of the acquisition are undisclosed. 
 
The affiliation of a young and innovative start-up with a multinational corporation will bring benefits to both                 
parties. Stephen Leguillon, CEO of La Belle Assiette explains: “The relationships between startups and              
large corporations are now essential to the vitality of tech ecosystems. The agreement that we have                
announced today with Elior is great news for the future growth of La Belle Assiette, especially thanks to                  
their incredible expertise in B2B catering services which we will tap into. It will provide a strong                 
acceleration of our Corporate activities and our “ La Belle Assiette for Business ” tool. ” 
 
------------------ 
 
Links: 
https://labelleassiette.co.uk/catering-delivery 
http://www.eliorgroup.com/uk/home 
http://business.labelleassiette.co.uk/ 
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Press contacts 
La Belle Assiette - Millie Ashbee millie@labelleassiette.com Office: 02036956211 Mobile: 07954134114 
press.labelleassiette.com 
 
------------------ 
 
About La Belle Assiette  
 
Founded in 2013 by Stephen Leguillon and Giorgio Ricco, La Belle Assiette is a European start-up based in                  
London, Paris and Berlin. With a network of over 700 carefully selected independent chefs and caterers, it                 
offers online booking of catering services for both individuals and businesses. La Belle Assiette wants to let                 
people rediscover the pleasure of entertaining at home or the office without worrying about the logistics.  
 
Details about the launch of La Belle Assiette for business can be found here: press.labeleassiette.com 
 
------------------ 
 
More information about the collaborations between start-ups and large corporations: 
 
Asymmetric partnerships are now commonplace with large corporations working closely with startups who             
are innovating within their industry. Now more than 80% of startups claim to be partnered with large                 
companies (Fabernovel, 2014) and 68% of the top 100 Forbes 500 companies have a committed               
relationship with a new startup (INSEAD & 500 Startups, 2016). Large corporations are happy to invest                
heavily, for example Siemens through its entity next47 has planned to invest €1bn in the next 5 years. 
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